


 

PROMISING THE MOON 
SYNOPSIS
Marga (Hannelore Elsner) has never shown many feelings towards her daughter Sofia (Juliane 
Köhler). Now, however, she reveals fears, wounds and a deep longing for her long-dead husband 
Juris. She loses herself more and more in her forgetfulness and suddenly craves tenderness  
like a child. An unaccustomed situation for Sofia, who, after years of almost no contact with her 
mother, unexpectedly finds herself having to take care of her. A difficult situation, too: Marga  
can sometimes be brusque and sometimes funny; she lives now in the moment, now far away. 
As though yearning to be free of her memories, Marga begins relating stories of things that 
happened many years ago. Things that Sofia has never heard of. Prompted by a faint suspicion 
that the secrets of Marga’s past are important to understanding her own past, Sofia sets off  
for Riga with her mother at the spur of the moment. This is where Marga grew up and where  
she married Juris. But the more Sofia learns about her mother, the less certain she becomes 
about her own identity. As the past becomes clearer, it also emerges that what Marga had told 
her about their past together was nothing more than a story carved out of thin air … 

THE DIRECTOR
Hans Steinbichler was born in 1969 in Solothurn/Switzerland. He studied Law in Passau and 
Film at the University of Television & Film in Munich. His films include: ABSTIEG (short, 1996), 
MONO (short, 1998), HIERANKL (2003), DER MORALIST – VITTORIO HOESLE ENTDECKT AMERIKA 
(documentary, 2003), INSELN IM CHIEMSEE (documentary, 2003), WINTER JOURNEY (2005), 
AUTISTIC DISCO (2007), MY MOTHER, MY BRIDE AND I (2007) and PROMISING THE MOON (2010).
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